Burford resigns as EPA administrator

Engineer named as acting head

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan fired John R. Burford as administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency Tuesday after 25 months on the job.

Burford was named by Reagan in February, 1980, and had served as administrator of the Senate Environmental Quality Committee under President Carter.

On Page 8A:

President Reagan in her letter to Burford: "What you have done in striving to make the EPA more responsive to the goals of conservation and protection of our natural environment..."
Kidnappers issue statement
BADGTA, Calabria - Lebanese guerrillas said yesterday that they had kidnapped American hostage Margaret Paglia in a West Beirut hotel. They demanded the release of 11 Lebanese hostages in the Lebanese Embassy in Rome and $1 million for the hostage's release.

Heckler swells in cabinet
WASHINGTON - Margaret Heckler was sworn in Wednesday as secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services. President Reagan was accompanied by his wife, Betty, and his daughter, `Dorie, as he administered the oath.

Social Security bill passes
WASHINGTON - The House overwhelmingly approved Wednesday a $6 billion Social Security bill extending benefits to more than 2 million people.

Police beat
Thief reported at Mayflower
A resident of Mayflower apartments reported to the City Police Department yesterday that a thief had broken into his apartment.

Courts
Pair arrested for shoplifting
Two Iowa City women were arrested for shoplifting at Daisy Mayflower Tuesday night after the store manager was suspicious of their activity.

Postscripts
Events

Other news stories
Before the Westover Savings Bank and several other banks around the country

Announcement
Electric Furs, Inc., announces its new collection of electric furs. The collection includes a variety of styles, colors, and materials, each designed to keep you warm and fashionable. The collection will be available in stores and online starting next week.
University

Dump nearly full, faces closing

By Tom Backnagel

Linda people who have been diligently using the UI's waste storage dump for storage of carton office waste aren't so sure of its future now.

The dump will be closed within the next few weeks, according to Paul Houck, assistant director of energy and environmental services at the UI Physical Plant.

The area is xed only for the use of carton office waste, generally discarded as a part of carton ash, but also included in other items, such as paper and food waste, according to Houck.

Various complaints filed over the years have resulted in Public Health and Environmental Services getting a lot of complaints over the years, according to Houck.

The dump is located in the southeast corner of the campus, near the UI Campus Recreation Center.

The area is said to be a "constant problem," according to Houck.

The area is closed, according to Houck.

"There is a problem," according to Houck.

The area is closed, according to Houck.

"This problem could be solved," according to Houck.
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City

City is warned: Sewer problems must be solved

By Kevin Haring

The Iowa City council has spent years "banging their heads" if wastewater treatment problems are not rectified, according to the members of the city's Wastewater Facility Committee. The committee actually built a new plant not long ago to solve current problems, but received the unexpected news of $6 million in federal sewer grant money which caused facility plans to be more costly currently.

City officials hope the Iowa Department of Environmental Quality Commission has a change of heart and reimburses the sewer grant money which has been appropriated to the project.

THEY ARE, HOWEVER, still hoping on the possibility that the money will come from somewhere, for the "Callahan" plant.

Although Iowa City may have money set up on the Iowa DEQ's priority list for funding, a second option still has to be curently on the possibility that the money will come from the Clinton plant.

"We will keep trying to get it," said Assistant Engineer Karen Herzog.

The proposal to build a new plant met little opposition in the Iowa City's Administration Committee and the Iowa City Environmental Quality Commission has a change of heart because the funds are not in a lime-pressure situation. But as the city upcoming years, the problem is uncertain.

Uncertain情况 currently have the smallest student enrollment figures for the new sports teams in University of Iowa, Kennedy, and City high schools, and the schools are interested in participating in the new conference, which consists of schools with the smallest student enrollments. However, he said, the schools have the smallest student enrollments.

There's no insurance that getting into this league, we're going to be conference champions, Jerry White, the basketball coach at West High told the board. However, competing with the Mississippi Valley, Central, and Iowa City high schools, three universities, is going to be a challenge for Jerry White, the basketball coach at West High who is going to be conference champions.

"There's no insurance that getting into this league, we're going to be conference champions," said Jerry White, the basketball coach at West High who is going to be conference champions.

"There's no insurance that getting into this league, we're going to be conference champions," said Jerry White, the basketball coach at West High who is going to be conference champions.

"There's no insurance that getting into this league, we're going to be conference champions," said Jerry White, the basketball coach at West High who is going to be conference champions.
GOING SOUTH?
Take along a Soap Opera nation suntan oil and come back looking great.

We Feature:
• Sold out Line of Deluxe Sprays
• Rubs, Face & Body Tanning Formulas
• NB Creek Tanning Lotion

TRAVEL SERVICE INC.
• The Hawkeye
• Hertz
• Budget Rent-a-car
• City Skyline
• The Great非要
• Wally World

LIVE FROM CORRORBEE:
BARRABA LATHAM
Tonight at 8 pm

Cablevision 5
Call 353-5353 and be
interconnected with
interchangeable options,
responses, and live
garage parking.

Presentation by Barrymore, 'Lambert' and
the Connecticut Gallery of performing Arts.
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Iowa Book & Supply Co.

Jitourn<br>from The Old Capitol
Phone: 868-8000 M-F: 868-8800 Sat.: 1200-5:00 Sun.

SPORTS

Sports facilities will be crowded

By Paul Blevins

Iowa's problems with the use of space and equipment at the UI Recreation Building will be much worse when the Field House is completed. The Field House was built with an entire Board of Regents to lease nearly $4 million in bonds over the next two years.

The University of Iowa at Iowa City is in the process of adding and central plant improvements at Iowa State University in Ames and in the capital area.

It's a concern that means to come

Iowa's capital of

In a recent report, the University of Iowa and the Iowa State University System were found to be the worst of the 19 university and college districts in the state.
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Local roundup

Neuhauser to travel to Zurich

Mayor Mary Neuhauser will be heading to Zurich, Switzerland, in October to attend a conference on "Investing in American Cities." She said she will be trying to get ideas applicable to Iowa City from other U.S. mayors and foreign officials attending the conference. "It's a very good opportunity for us to go over there and see what we do well and how they do it," she said. Neuhauser said the conference's focus is on the industrial possibilities of another goal of Neuhauser's trip: "I want to see how they build on the type of industry we have here. I think we have the need for the kind of industry that will employ the university's strengths.

Concert refunds going smoothly

"That's a time, when you're innocent. Although Neil Young's recent tour has turned him into a bit of Iowa City concert, fans of the artist have been canceling well. Refunds for the canceled events have been going smoothly, with the majority of the students being very glad about the situation, according to Breton O'Sullivan, a supervisor at the UI Box Office.

The best offices have been giving refunds since Thursday when it was decided the concert was off. The box office was not getting enough business, O'Sullivan said. Since then, the box office has had two refund offices, with one office on the weekends. The box office is a more convenient place for refunds, O'Sullivan said, especially with this weekend being a holiday weekend.

Women's Sports Company

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
CONCERT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Russian Folk, Latin Folk, Early Music Group, Jazz, Renaissance, Traditional Folk, Classical

Live Music by:

- Robert Friesen
- Anna Belanger
- Sarah McManus
- Rusty Barcelo
- Michael McCanless

FRIDAY, MARCH 11 at 8:00 pm
OLD BRICK 26 East Market

Tickets: $5 General $3.25 Student or Senior Citizen

Renewal & Reformation in the American Church

a public lecture

Friday, March 11, 1983 7:30pm
Phillips Hall

Do Evangelicals & Liberals Need Each Other?

a symposium

Friday, March 11, 1983 3:00pm
Hawkeye Room (MU)

Dr. Richard F. Lovelace
Professor of Church History
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary

Sponsored by the Geneva Community

ANTHROPOLOGY 134

THE STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE SPECIES OF MAN IN RELATION TO HIS ENVIRONMENT, INCLUDING HIS INSATIABLE QUEST FOR STYLE.

Distributed Locally by Graf Beverage

Support UIU through the United Way, DCRI, or local UIU employee or send a tax-deductible contribution to UIU Box 9820, Waukesha, WI 53186.
Place for ‘misfits’

In this Age of Me-firstism, too many people want the problems they face to be cleaned up by someone else — but they only applaud the charitable efforts of others so as to slough off their own responsibilities.

This is particularly noticeable in our attitude toward society’s ‘misfits’ — with those by others, for the paralyzed, for the retarded, for those with mental or nervous disorders. From a distance, we give our whole-hearted support to the National Institute of Health, which is charged with the care of the mentally retarded, for the retarded, for those with mental or nervous disorders. While the answer are too subtle, the problem...
Don't be a heartbreaker

Iowa City, Iowa
The Reagan
Novick wrote a memorandum to representing clients affected by the chief, resigned voluntarily from the agency in June. 'SA
attitude that has to be changed, and tion" EPA Staff
that has to come from a different Inc ,
and say, 'Good heavens, I couldn't have
sored by Women In Communications
ing in more industry lobbyists or the mistakes of the past. Simply
member of the House Energy and
have had Burford testify Thursday,
residence and his or her constituency.
procedures they would use
party's Batman costumes
and educate
what their political Ideology,

Excerpts
Dear Mr. President:

Thank you for your letter. In my best interest to
Taylor apologized for the freeze movement.
Students.

"We need to invest in an individual Retirement Account for 1982 up until April 1983 deadlines.

THERE'S STILL TIME TO INVEST IN A IRA FOR 1982 AT IOWA STATE BANK

Any early earner is allowed to invest up to $2000 per calendar year in his or her IRA. And remember, indeed on this tax-deferred investment a good plan for your retirement, you can also use it as a tax deduction on 10% of your 1983 taxes. Come see us soon.

Take the Touch of

The Daily Iowan

Hawkeye Yearbook
1984 Editor in Chief Wanted

Experienced, hard-working and enthusiastic student wanted to lead and direct the production of the 1984 Hawkeye. Applicants will be interviewed and the winner will be chosen by the 1984 Hawkeye Yearbook Board of Governors. The individual selected will receive the UI Foundation's $2000 Hawkeye Yearbook Editor in Chief Award. This is an opportunity to share and build your leadership skills and publications experience. Applications are available in the Student Activities Center or the Hawk Eye Yearbook office in the IMU. The application must be returned no later than March 19, 1983.

$2,000 Award

Oklahoma City is 700 miles away. This week, it's only as far as your doorstep

Sports Editor Jay Christensen and Photo Editor Bill Pasbien have done their homework this week to cover the NCAA Wrestling Tournament in Oklahoma City. They'll bring you up-to-date stories and photos on Dan Gasupported Minnesota wrestling - information you won't be able to get anywhere else. Take advantage of this special coverage through Monday in the DI sports section. It's one way the DI gives you the extra mile to bring you the news.

TRUST COMPANY

IOWA STATE BANK & TRUST COMPANY

US BONDS ARE DOWN

A By Joyce Christensen

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - A bond market expert said that a bond market downturn is not expected to continue for another year.

"The bond market is very volatile and unpredictable," said Bill Pasbien, DI sports editor. "However, we expect the current trend to continue for another year."
NCAA hopes hinge on weekend trip to Michigan

By Mells Luacson

Iowa State's Jim Zalesky, foreground, and 167-pounder Mike Olejniczak, who also spent time jogging, jumping and doing sit-ups in the Myriad, where the tourney is being held, said having the tourney in Oklahoma City is a real plus. "I'm a pretty good wager that everybody will be coming and having going into this ballgame that if they continue to do anything they've been doing, we'll be in good shape," Olejniczak said Wednesday night after the weigh-in. Zalesky, who was beaten Monday night, said he hopea to "clean up" before going into the tourney. "I'm pretty much the same," Zalesky said. "You look at yourself and see you didn't do as well as you want to and see you've got to do better."

Mat seeding fuels Hawkeyes title defense

By Jay Christmas

Iowa's NCAA wrestling matches are all set for today's first round. No. 1 ranked Jimmy Olejniczak and 167-pounder Mike Olejniczak are both seeded in the No. 1 bracket. The Hawkeyes are currently ranked No. 1 in the nation, but they're considered a long shot to win the title.

Hawkeyes step up to the plate with new faces and quickness

By Steve Rattmann

The Hawkeyes have some new faces in the lineup, but they're not afraid to step up to the plate. Coach Don Ankeny is counting on his team to continue its recent success and make a run at the Big Ten title.

Art & Entertainment

Page 4B, 5B

Classifieds

Page 4B, 5B

Bic Corp., Mark Hardtke and Doug Honis :

The big question this season is on the mound, where the Hawkeyes will have to rely on their pitching. Coach Steve Rehwaldt is counting on his team to continue its recent success and make a run at the Big Ten title.

Wishbone Wednesday, page 25

Collectors, please note: Mark Toner and Doug Honis:

The big question this season is on the mound, where the Hawkeyes will have to rely on their pitching. Coach Steve Rehwaldt is counting on his team to continue its recent success and make a run at the Big Ten title.
Sports

Former tennis coach returns to battle with Houghton's Hawks

By Mike Condron

It will be a homecoming for Galesburg Adolphus tennis Coach Steve Wilkinson when he brings his squad to Iowa City this weekend to take on the undefeated Hawkeyes. Wilkinson, Wisconsin and Nebraska will play the Badgers at 5:30 p.m. Friday, Nebraska at 5:30 Saturday and Wisconsin at 5:30 Sunday. 

Wilkinson played at Iowa under Dr. Don Wilkinson's assistant for Klotz and John Winnie from 1963-70. One of the players that counted and won Wilkinson's path was a youngster named Steve Batterson. 

Wilkinson credits his success at Iowa to the efforts of the former Hawkeye squad.
Spartans tame furious 'Cat comeback attempt

Iowa vs. Michigan

A double lead by the Wolverines (14 in the 1st, 10 in the 2nd) continued with a pair of victories by Iowa, who came back together before the end of the Big Ten. Iowa will try to bring the crowd on these occasions, as the Hawkeyes are known to be a tight-knit unit. We'll have to do our best job on our own. Each year that we've been together, there's a chance for competition. There's a chance to really tell the difference from the first time.

Last weekend a new start for cagers

Baseball
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Playwright prefers writing for the screen over the theater

By Bernard T. Murdock

T he man who has directed the University Theater's production of William Shakespeare's "Hamlet" and.tie and is now seen in the role of Jean-Pierre Ponnelle in the film "Hamlet," has no plans to direct the stage version of his own "Hamlet" any time soon.

"I couldn't come up with a solution for the theater," said the director, "but I think I can get the idea across on the screen."
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APARTMENT FOR RENT

$100 OFF FIRST MONTH'S RENT
GREAT LOCATION
This two bedroom, one bath
unit in the center of town is
available immediately. It
features hardwood floors,
modern kitchen and
two large bedrooms.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

ROOM FOR RENT
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Music embraces varied strains

BY LUCY BENT
Feature Page Editor

Music embraces varied strains.

Scottish pipers, or what?

It is always exciting and that offers a real challenge in practical terms. It means everything and nothing. So far, the only thing I can concede is that it is a challenge.

Louisiana. He had there developed his love of blues artists to fiddlers to Irish pipers to bluegrass bands to old-time dance bands.

Whether in Hancher or The Crow’s Nest, the Friends of Old Time Music is a wholesome organization that for the last 15 years has served as an umbrella for the Iowa City area community.

Both works written for Schick, who was written for Schick, who was a member of the group - that is, the Friends going.